ANIMATION - MOTION STUDIES
ART 184 - DRAWING FOR ANIMATION
Grossmont College, Semester: Spring 2014
T/TH 6:00 - 8:50; Building 20 - Rm 105
Instructor: Curtis Bracher
Email: teach@curtisbracher.info - please use this email for ALL out of classroom
communication
Office Hours by Appointment

COURSE DESCRIPTION
Drawing and visual design are required skills to be successful in the field of animation. The
principles of motion, story telling and conceptual development, as well as the application of
these disciplines to current technology, will develop for the student an understanding of
animation. By examining these essential steps and skills involved for visual artists, Drawing for
Animation will emphasize such classical drawing topics as perspective, composition and color
theory as well as develop life-drawing skills through the study of proportion, line of action,
structure and basic anatomy. The rudiments of animation such as layout and character design
are introduced, as are clean-up, in-betweening and assisting. Students will develop an
understanding of animation through the exploration of timing and movement via digital vector
graphics, digital ink and paint software and digital editing software to complete an animated
sequence.

COURSE PREREQUISITE
A “C” grade or higher or “Pass” in ART 120 or 124 or equivalent.

COURSE OBJECTIVES
1. Identify the fundamentals of traditional drawing and two dimensional design as primary
foundations for animation.
2. Distinguish the importance of utilizing drawing as a communication tool for storyboards,
backgrounds, animated figures, action and story.
3. Synthesize the basic principles of animation, including motion and timing as well as
linking the relationships the drawn image and movement require in animating a figure or
object.
4. Test three new methods of image making through accepted visual formats and animation
modes by developing a working knowledge of computer hardware and animation software.
5. Develop an analytical problem-solving ability, both technical and creative, as it pertains
to the fundamentals of drawing and animation.
6. Upon completion of this course, our students will be able to do the following:
7. Draw a sequence of a character in movement that incorporates color and design
principles to achieve a sense of style, dimension and depth.

Course Content
This course will provide an opportunity for students to test the fundamentals of
traditional drawing and two dimensional design as primary foundations for animation
as they improve their drawing skills and build an entry level portfolio for a career in
animation.
The importance of utilizing drawing as a communication tool for storyboards,
backgrounds, animated figures, action and story will further demand a high level of
drawing skill.
Students will produce a high quality portfolio of drawings and sketches which
demonstrates their level of skill as artists, as well as electronic portfolios of digital
animations to show solid fundamentals of making these drawings work as animated
sequences.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
Method of Instruction
Lectures.
Computer-generated presentations and demonstrations.
Research methods including use of the network and world wide web.
Individual instruction.
Group critiques and classroom discussion of individual projects.
Outside-of-class assignments.
A written final examination.

SCHOOL POLICIES AND IMPORTANT DATES
Important Dates
Jan 20 - No Class - Martin Luther King Day
Jan 28- Regular Classes Begin
Feb 7 - Last Day to Add or Drop without a “W”
Feb 14-17 - No Classes - Presidents Day
April 14 - 19 - No Class - Spring Recess
April 25 - Last Day to Drop Semester Length
Classes with “W”
May 26 - No Class - Memorial Day
Final Exam Week - May 27- June 2
Final Exam - Tuesday - May 27, 6-8 pm
Grades due - June 5

Academic Integrity
Cheating and plagiarism (using as one’s own
ideas writings, materials, or images of
someone else without acknowledgement or
permission) can result in any one of a variety of
sanctions. Such penalties may range from an
adjusted grade on the particular exam, paper,
project, or assignment (all of which may lead to a
failing grade in the course), under certain conditions,
suspension or expulsion from a class, program or the
college. For further clarification and information on these
issues, please consult with your instructor or contact the office of the
Associate Dean of Student Affairs.
Please note that project and exercise assignments are individual assignments. While general
advice and interaction are encouraged, it is understood that each person must create his or her
own solutions to the assignments. A student may not use or copy by any means another’s work
(or portions of it) and represent it as his/her own. Students are to create original work for each
project. Each project must be unique from other projects in this class, projects they’ve created
for other classes and projects they’ve created in previous semesters.

Disabilities Statement
Accommodations for Students with Disabilities: Students with disabilities who may need
accommodations in this class are encouraged to notify the instructor and contact Disabled
Students Programs and Services (DSP&S) early in the semester so that reasonable
accommodations may be implemented as soon
as possible. Students may contact DSP&S in person in room 58K in the modular village or by
phone at (619) 644-7112 or (619) 644-7119 (TTY for deaf).
DSP&S is located in the modular village room 58K.

Student Conduct Policy
It is expected that all students that attend Grossmont College will act collegial, and in a
responsible, adult manner. See the Grossmont College “Student Handbook” for more
information. Disruptive behavior that the instructor feels is disturbing to others or the learning
processes will be referred to the proper administrator for disciplinary action.

105 Classroom General Rules
• No food or drinks in the classroom. If a beverage contains a top then you may place it on
the floor near your computer
• Students must supply all of their own file storage devices
• Absolutely no external software
• Copying software from the school computers is illegal and will not be tolerated
• No listening to personal music during class until instructed you can do so
(Head phones at that time need to be used)
• Access to the internet for personal use during class time is prohibited
• Wacom tablets and pens have to be checked out at the front desk with ID
• Cell phones should be turned off in the classroom
• Before printing in color, students must make a black and white printout and then get
instructor approval before proceeding
• Students should make a folder with their name on it inside the Thawspace/Drive/Last
Name folder at their work station. This folder should be used to store your work during
class time. It is possible that files in this folder will be erased or altered outside of class
time.
• Students are required to save their work at the end of every class to their own storage
devices. Students are responsible for the safe storage of their own work. Instructors and
staff are not responsible for any student work lost due to technical difficulties.

STUDENT PARTICIPATION
A student’s participation, in the form of consistent attendance, contributions to class
discussions and completion of course assignments, is required and essential to a
successful learning experience.
Attendance is required in all Grossmont classes. In each class, attendance is tied to specific
learning outcomes as well as to course grades. Any absence will affect your ability to complete
coursework successfully. Students critique and evaluate each other’s work in class and it is
essential for your progress and learning experience to be present to do so.
Non-attendance (considered non-participation) will result in a lower grade. Scheduled tests,
the mid-term and or the Final are weighted as two absences. I will take attendance at the end
of every class with a sign-in sheet.
Lack of Attendance, considered as non-participation, results in:
Three absences lowers final grade one grade.
Four absences lowers final grade two grades.
Five absences lowers final grade three grades.
Six absences lowers grade automatically to an F.
You are considered absent if:
You miss class, habitually arrive late, or leave early.
You are not working during class.

It is crucial that you attend each class meeting at its scheduled starting time and be ready to
work. Habitual tardiness and/or absence will detrimentally affect your learning and progress
in the course.
In most cases, lecture and project materials will be delivered at the start of class. It is
very important that you are there on time, and ready, so that you know what is expected from
each project or idea covered. Lecture material will not be repeated.

Lecture material will not be repeated, neither in class nor by email.

In-Class Participation
Students are required to participate in class projects. These projects are designed to help
facilitate students understanding and appreciation of the various techniques and processes of
interactive design. This is not busy work. If you put forth the effort and complete the project,
you will do well.
Students are required to stay and work for the
duration of the class time. If you finish an
assignment early, use the remaining time to
improve your skills coding or designing on the
computer. Arriving late and/or leaving early will

Class Assignments on Blackboard
Handouts and other materials will be available on
the class Blackboard page.
You are enrolled in a Blackboard account after the
first day of class. This schedule and the assignments
might be changed as the course progresses.
Additional readings or assignments might be added.
It is your responsibility to check Blackboard
regularly for these additions and changes.

Late Assignments
Late assignments are never accepted at full credit. You must turn in a fully completed
assignment to receive partial credit. Make-up assignments for excused absences (severe
emergency, notified in advance) will be on a case-by-case basis but will not be available for the
scheduled tests, critiques, midterm and final.

Office Hours
As class time is for developing your current projects, please schedule an office hour visit if
you have any questions about class participation.

Outside Class Assignments
Research through use of the learning resource center, libraries and the world wide web.
Preparation of preliminary and final sketches for animated sequences.
Individual identification and evaluation of local exhibition, research and artist resources.

GRADING
Grades will be determined by participation, understanding/exploration of concepts,
creativity and completion of assignments.
Assignment of the grade breaks down as follows:
10%

Tests and Quizzes on reading material - 120 points

10%

Mid-Term Research Paper - 120 points

15%

Class Participation (Includes Attendance) - 150 points

55%

Class Projects -500 points

10 % Final Presentation - 120 points

These tests/projects are necessary for the
establishment of the visual / critical vocabulary
that is needed in order to communicate ideas
effectively in class, in assigned papers, and in
the art world at large.

Methods of Evaluating Student
Performance
Ongoing assessment of student’s learning
through group discussions.
Group critiques and evaluation of individual
projects.
Individual conferences.
Objective written examinations.
Evaluation of outside-of-class assignments.
Evaluation of final project.

CLASS MATERIALS
See Handout for specific class materials

REQUIRED TEXT
There is no required text, however there are a few texts that we will be working from
extensively. They are HIGHLY recommended. Other books will be recommended
throughout the semester.
Wells, Paul Re-Imagining Animation: The Changing Face of The Moving Image Fairchild Books
2008
Beckman, Karen. Animating Film Theory. Duke Univ Press, 2014
Crafton, Donald. Shadow of a Mouse: Performance, Belief and World-Making in Animation. Univ
California Press. 2012
Buchan, Suzanne. Pervasive Animation (AFI ilm Reader) Routledge, 2013
Chong, Andrew. Digital Animation. AVA Books, Switzerland, Distributed by Thames Hudsen, 2008
Layborne, Kit. The Animation Book, Three Rivers Press, NY, NY 1998
Williams, Richard. The Animator’s Survival Kit. New York, NY: Faber & Faber, 2003.
Adobe, Adobe Flash Professional CC Classroom in a Book. Adobe Press. 2015
Kelley, Barry., Jones, Tim, and Wolfe, David. Foundation Flash Cartoon Animation.
friendsofEd, 2007
Georgenes, Chris. How to Cheat in Adobe Flash CS6: The Art of Design and Animation.
Focal Press. 2012
Georgenes, Chris. Animation with Scripting for Adobe Flash Professional CS5 Studio
Techniques. Adobe Press. 2010
Jackson, Chris. Flash Cinematic Techniques: Enhancing Animated Shorts and Interactive
Storytelling.
Focal Press, 2010
Jackson, Chris. Flash + After Effects: Add Broadcast Features to Your Flash Designs.
Focal Press. 2010

While these books are not required, there will be various reading assignments from the
following books, available on the class Blackboard, that will be required during the appropriate
weeks.

DIGITAL PROGRAMS + OPEN SOURCE ALT
Below you will find a list of typical Animation/Motion based software used in the
Animation/Motion Graphics industry. Maya for 3D, Animate(Flash) for 2D animation, AfterEffects
for Motion Graphics, Dragonframe for Stop-Motion, etc. Some of these programs we will use
throughout the course, in part as tutorial and in part to open them up and feel your way around a
particular timeline interface. As this is an Animation class, rather than specific software
instruction, I’ve provided open-source alternatives for each that can be used instead to proceed
through the various artistic concepts.
Learning how to work in Open Source alternatives provide a less costly, but still solid
framework of design and media solutions, broadens scope and decreases the learning curve for
any proprietary surprises in your future employment. The open source applications I have
suggested are, of course, not the only solutions. However, they are popular and highly supported
by large user communities.
STANDARD: ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
OPEN SOURCE: GIMP

STANDARD: ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR
OPEN SOURCE: INKSCAPE

STANDARD: PAINTER
OPEN SOURCE: KRITTA

STANDARD: AFTER EFFECTS, MAYA
OPEN SOURCE: BLENDER

STANDARD: ANIMATE (FLASH)
OPEN SOURCE:SYNFIG, PENCIL

STANDARD: PRO LOGIC, AUDITION
OPEN SOURCE:GARAGE BAND, AUDACITY

STANDARD: DRAGON FRAME
OPEN SOURCE:iPHONE IMOTION

CLASS SCHEDULE
This schedule is a flexible outline. Some assignments and concepts will be changed as the semester
unfolds. I reserve the right to modify this syllabus and schedule.

INTRODUCTIONS
Go over class syllabus, procedures, expectations, materials,
Research, How to use (and not to use) Wiki. Image Repositories such as Getty,
Flickr. Campus Library and Computer Services, Used Textbook sites such as
www.alibris.com.
Pinterest Secret Boards - As SketchbooK

WHAT IS ANIMATION?
What is Animation? More than cartooning, Animation is the Movement of Life
Introduction of new technologies for new mediums, pixel art, 2d computer graphics, 3D
computer graphics, stop motion method, cut-out animation or using techniques like
rotoscoping. Blocking Chuckimation Drawn-on-film Flip book Inbetweening Kinegram Painton-glass Pinscreen Pixel art Pose to pose Sand Syncro-Vox Zoetropes
Class discussion on expectations and preconceptions.
Read “Intro” to ReAnimation

Project

Juggling Lessons

ANIMATION IS A COMPLEX LANGUAGE OF EXPRESSION
The process of developing animation is just as important as the final creation. Ollie
Johnson, one of the leading animators during Disney's 'golden era' (1928-42),
suggested that hand-drawn animation is as much about thinking through the
process as executing technically well-expressed phases of graphic action, stressing:
'Don't illustrate words or mechanical movements. Illustrate ideas or thoughts, with
attitudes and actions,' adding: 'If possible, make definite changes from one attitude
to another in timing and expression.' This point is as much about seeing, recalling,
proposing performance and delineating concepts as it is about the drawing itself. It
implies that drawing for any type of animation is a complex language of
expression. - Paul Welles

THE LANGUAGE OF MOTION
DRAWING MOTION AS VISUAL STORY-TELLING
LANGUAGE OF MOTION VS LANGUAGE OF FORM
discussion

Understanding the differences between drawing FORM and drawing MOTION
Understanding Animation as drawing Motion. A Visual Language of Movement,
Transformation, Time. Physics. Memory. Emphasis, Expression.
Animation Principles.
Exploring both Traditional and Non-Traditional or Experimental Animation Techniques

DRAWING PURE MOVEMENT
Use a variety of techniques to explore a graphic representation of pure, abstract motion.
Discussion of what would constitute an Experimental Animation as Motion Study
Discussion of HTML Canvas element and CSS3 Animations. Interactive Design
Project

Algorithmic Design in Processing and Javascript - openprocessing.org
Classes, Functions, Arguments, Ordering, Rules, Nomenclature of Computer Language

Un-Fixing Your Point of View - Seeing in Change
discussion

Cubism and Motion
2D perception removes (or hides) the element of time out of the perceptual equation - like a
snapshot, a frozen moment. Cubist artists were attempting to re-engage the idea of seeing an object
in it's entirety, in it’s dimensionality. Flush with numerous views, each Cubist drawing would show a
fragment one after another so that the drawing would show each moment, each point of view, layered
side by side or on top of each other. Traditional visual cues were upcycled, creating a different
understanding of the pictured object and it’s environment (and thus, eventually different motivations
for viewing) The result was time rendered simultaneously across a 2D surface. It was inside the
process of translating 3D into 2D. The drawing as a narrative abstracted into a surface. The drawing
became the surface. Organizational rules changed…..
How Equivocation flattens perception with movement

MUSICAL CHAIRS - Do slow Contour Drawing- get up and change your point of view every 10
minutes.
The International Museum of Collage, Assemblage and Construction
http://maryadamart.com/Cubism_The_Big_Picture.htm
Golding, John, Cubism: A History and an Analysis, 1907—1914, 3rd edition. Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, Massachusetts, p. 39. 1988
Mertz, Dada Collage, Raoul Hausmann, Hannah Hoch, Cezanne, Picasso, Braque, Robert Rauschenburg, Romare
Bearden, Faith Ringghold Nicholas Park - Fragment of Kiss
A few cultural considerations on fixed-point perspective:
Hegel, Lacan and Sartre and The "Other"
Beauvoir, Simone The Second Sex. Vintage Books, 1973
Postcolonial Theory
Flood, J. Rock Art of the Dreamtime: Images of Ancient Australia, Sydney: Angus & Robertson. 1997
Mysticism and Vision in Latin American Art
Chinese Perspective in Cyberspace

DRAWING CHANGE IN ANIMATION - TRANSFORM
Visual Transformation Considerations - Line, Shape, Negative Shapes,
Textures,
Animated GIFs
Keyframe Animation - BETWEENs - CHANGE The Concept of Tweening
Photoshop Frame Animations Stacks, Layers, Timing,
Out-puting

Project

In ten Frames, transform one Iconic Image to another Iconic Image (tracing). Animated
GIF in Photoshop. Materials: Tracing Paper, Paper, Pencil, Two separate pictures of natural
objects. No graphics, Iconic. Shark to Crowbar Transformation - Student Work by Amanda

PERCEPTION OF MOTION - PATHS -VISUAL PERCEPTIONS
Paths of Transformation
discussion

Discussion of the Perception of Motion as memory and transition. First Order, Second Order,
Integration, Motion in Depth, Aperture Problems (Context) …more
Scientific Discussion of Visual Motion Perception from NYU

STROBOSCOPIC PHOTOGRAPHY - TRANSITIONAL MOVEMENTS
Project

Stroboscopic flash is when a series of flashes are fired continuously in a single exposure.
The multiple bursts of light allow you to freeze a moving subject multiple times as it
moves through the frame. You can see step by step, the subjects Path of Activity or
Visual Flow

MOTION - SPEED, RHYTHM, DIRECTION
discussion

David Hockney’s Multi-View Photo-Painting
Gathering the VISUAL elements of the story or context. Using either a Digital or 35 mm camera, you will take at
least 72 shots of a particular scene. Similar to David Hockney’s Photo-Paintings, consider shooting multiple
shots of the same thing with slight variation. Shoot multiple viewpoints, values, perspectives, depths and
expressions

Project

Photo-Montage. Using David Hockney’s Photo Painting as examples, work on creating a balanced
composition based on pattern, rhythm, movement, citing space, Understanding how this relates to
the visual concept of time.
Consider the Visual Forces in action within your pictures or parts of your pictures. Visual Weight,
Visual Actions such as Direction and Movement, Visual Rhythm, Balance, Unity, Positive/
Negative Space, Placement

LIGHT PAINTING - THE STORY IN MEMORY
Project

Considering your personal gesture as expressive. Using movement - body, arms hands - to Draw
gesturally with LED lights and a Digital Camera. Create Linear Movement and Action that portrays
Memory and Anticipation

http://www.flickr.com/groups/lightdrawing/pool/

http://www.diyphotography.net/painting_with_light - DIY Photo - Painting with Light Tutorial
http://theboosteronline.com/2011/09/27/how-to-light-paint - Light Painting

TECHNIQUES - MOTION PATHS - MOTION BLUR IN AE
Motion Paths
When you animate spatial properties—including Position, Anchor Point, and effect control
point properties—the motion is shown as a motion path. A motion path appears as a
sequence of dots, where each dot marks the position of the layer at each frame. A box in the
path marks the position of a keyframe.
Motion paths are simply an alternative visual, spatial way of viewing and working with spatial
properties and their keyframes, in addition to the ways that you work with properties in the
Timeline panel. You can modify a motion path by changing an existing keyframe or adding a
new keyframe. You can modify the shape of a motion path by changing the spatial
interpolation methods for its keyframes. (See About spatial and temporal keyframe
interpolation.)
The density of dots between the boxes in a motion path indicates the relative speed of the
layer or effect control point. Dots close together indicate a lower speed; dots farther apart
indicate a greater speed.
Motion Blur
When you view one frame of motion-picture film or video containing a moving object, the
image is often blurred, because a frame represents a sample of time (in film, a frame is 1/24
of a second long). In that time, a moving object occupies more than one position as it travels
across the frame, so it doesn’t appear as a sharp, still object. The faster the object moves,
the more it is blurred. The camera shutter angle and shutter phase also affect the
appearance of the blur, determining how long the shutter stays open and when the shutter
opens relative to the beginning of the frame.
In contrast, in a single frame of a computer-generated animation, you may not be able to tell
which objects are moving because all moving objects may appear as sharp and clear as
nonmoving objects. Without motion blur, layer animation produces a strobe-like effect of
distinct steps instead of an appearance of continuous change. Adding motion blur to layers
that you animate in After Effects makes motion appear smoother and more natural.

https://helpx.adobe.com/after-effects/using/assorted-animation-tools.html

THE ILLUSION OF LIFE
LANGUAGE OF MOTION, STORY-TELLING IN MOVEMENT
BEST ANIMATION BOOK - THE ILLUSION OF LIFE
Disney's Twelve Basic Principles of Animation is a set of principles of animation introduced by the Disney
animators Ollie Johnston and Frank Thomas in their 1981 book The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation. Johnston
and Thomas in turn based their book on the work of the leading Disney animators from the 1930s onwards, and
their effort to produce more realistic animations.
The main purpose of the principles was to produce an illusion of characters adhering to the basic
laws of physics, but they also dealt with more abstract issues, such as emotional timing and
character appeal.
The book and some of its principles have been adopted by some traditional studios, and have been referred to
by some as the "Bible of
animation." In 1999 the book
was voted number one of the
"best animation books of all
time" in an online poll. Though
originally intended to apply to
traditional, hand-drawn
animation, the principles still
have great relevance for today's
more prevalent computer
animation.

SQUASH AND STRETCH
ANTICIPATION
STAGING
FOLLOW THROUGH AND
OVERLAPPING ACTION LAWS OF PHYSICS,
EASING - SLOW IN AND
SLOW OUT
ARC NATURAL ARCHED
TRAJECTORY,
SECONDARY ACTION
TIMING
EXAGGERATION

INTRO STOP-MOTION ANIMATION
discussion

Understanding Animation as drawing Motion. A Visual Language of Movement, Transformation,
Time. Physics. Memory. Emphasis, Expression.
What is Stop-Motion Animation?
Stop motion is an animation technique to make a physically manipulated object appear to move on
its own. The object is moved in small increments between individually photographed frames, creating
the illusion of movement when the series of frames is played as a continuous sequence.

MAKE AN INANIMATE OBJECT ANIMATE
Project

Giving an inanimate object the appearance of life and emotion
Animation is about designing Gestural Motion, and through that motion, giving life to inanimate
objects. Use the language of motion to guide your objects around the environment telling a story.
Through the line’s movement - where, direction, spacing, how long, how fast, how slow - give your five
objects a life, a purpose, a motivation, a reaction.
See Disney’s - 12 Principles of Animating Life.

Equipment for Stop-Motion. Rigging. Download a free phone app for stop-motion

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wHUvjnD2Jp4&list=PL4CF1524B28F8F557

PRE PRODUCTION
GENERATING IDEAS; THE ART, CONCEPTS, EXPRESSIONS

PRE-VISUALIZATION , STORYBOARDS

Storyboards visually tell the story of an animation
Storyboards for films are created in a multiple step process. They can be created by hand
drawing or digitally on a computer. The main characteristics of a storyboard are:
•
Visualize the storytelling.
•
Focus the story and the timing of movement in several key frames.
•
consider how transformations, morphs and other tweens are to be made.
•
Define the technical parameters: description of the motion, the camera angles (shot
list), the lighting, props, etc.
•
set the mood, evoke, character emotion - reactions and responses, locations/
backgrounds, pov, emphasis, story-telling aspects
•
What characters are in the frame, and how are they moving?
•
What are the characters saying to each other, if anything?
•
How much time has passed between the last frame of the storyboard and the current
one?
•
Where the "camera" is in the scene? Close or far away? Is the camera moving?

Previsualization: A Storyboard is the time to work out the kinks
The advantage of previsualization is that it allows directors to experiment with different
staging and art direction options—such as lighting, camera placement and movement,
stage direction and editing—without having to incur the costs of actual production.[1] On
larger budget project, the directors work with actors in visual effects department or
dedicated rooms. Previsualizations can add music, sound effects and dialogue to closely
emulate the look of fully produced and edited sequences, and are most encountered in
scenes that involves stunts and special effects (such as chroma key). Digital video,
photography, hand-drawn art, clip art and 3D animation combine in use.

The Storyboard format is used in EVERY creative industry
More recently the term storyboard has been used in the fields of web development, software
development and instructional design to present and describe, in written, interactive events
as well as audio and motion,
particularly on user interfaces
and electronic pages.
Storyboarding is used in
software development as part
of identifying the
specifications for a particular
software. During the
specification phase, screens
that the software will display
are drawn, either on paper or
using other specialized
software, to illustrate the
important steps of the user
experience. The storyboard is
then modified by the
engineers and the client while
they decide on their specific
needs. The reason why
storyboarding is useful during
software engineering is that
it helps the user understand
exactly how the software will
work, much better than an abstract description. It is also cheaper to make changes to a
storyboard than an implemented piece of software.

NARRATIVE STORY TELLING - SEQUENCING
Narrative is a highly aesthetic art. Thoughtfully composed stories have a number of
aesthetic elements. Such elements include the idea of narrative structure, with
identifiable beginnings, middles and ends, or exposition-development-climaxdenouement, with coherent plot lines; a strong focus on temporality including retention
of the past, attention to present action and protention/future anticipation; a substantial
focus on character and characterization, "arguably the most important single
component of a story" - different voices interacting,

discussion

Sequencing in Narrative Structure
Narrative structure is about story and plot: the content of a story and the form used to
tell the story. Story refers to the dramatic action as it might be described in chronological
order. Plot refers to how the story is told. Story is about trying to determine the key
conflicts, main characters, setting and events. Plot is about how, and at what stages, the key
conflicts are set up and resolved
In works of interactive narration there is only one narrative but the method of delivery
requires the user to actively work to gain the next piece of the narrative, or have to piece
the parts of narrative that they have together in order to form a coherent narrative.
This is the narrative approach of some modern video games. A player will be required to
reach an objective, complete a task, solve a puzzle, or finish a level before the narrative
continues.
An interactive narrative is one which is composed with a branching structure where a
single starting point may lead to multiple developments and outcomes. The principle of all
such games is that, at each step of the narrative, the user makes choices that advance the
story, leading to new series of choices. Authoring non-linear narrative or dialogue thus
implies imagining an indefinite number of parallel stories.

CINEMATIC STORYTELLING - DESIGN THE POINT OF VIEW
discussion

Using the frame of reference, Design the action, timing, direction, the point of view of your
story
Cinematographic Story-Telling - Cinematic Techniques - Shot Lists - POV - Camera Angles Focus Visual Story-Telling with Timing, Emphasis, and Movement

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cinematic_techniques
Cinematic Storytelling: The 100 Most Powerful Film Conventions ; Jennifer Van Sijll
Katz, Steven. Film Directing Shot by Shot: Visualizing from Concept to Screen.
Michael Weiss Productions, 1991

PRE-VISUALIZATION - CREATING A MOOD BOARD
Project

discussion

Developing the look and feel of your story. Abstract Visual
thinking, look for similar shapes, lines, textures, colors,
value tones. Also look for similar actions, motivations,
expressions and natural occurrences that would add voice
and timbre to your story-line. Gather materials from a
variety of sources, media and paste on large board
Color Theory Discussions - Adobe’s Color App

MAKING AN ANIMATIC
Use Photoshop’s video timeline to add motion, direction and
sound to the storyboard pictures

Project

VISUALLY Animate a Joke, Pun, Word Play, or other Humor
What is Humor (for emphasis keys)
Visual Puns and Word Play

MATERIAL REFERENCE
TOUCHING AND REFERENCING THE REAL

USING REFERENCE CLIPS - UNDERSTANDING MOVEMENT
discussion

One of the best aids in creating the visual in visual story-telling is using reference material from a
variety of information-laden real world sources. Related Clips, photos and even the actual object itself
gives up so much artistic knowledge that would otherwise escape the artist in pursuit of a good story. It
would certainly make sense that if you were to imaginatively draw a dragon, that you would look to
dragon-like animals - their claws, scales, colors, teeth, eyes, how they walk, what they eat, why they
might have developed a particular feature, where they are from and why. What doesn’t make sense is
that this step is often skipped in the name of time, media or worse, prior skill.
There are very few among us that have such a thorough sense of the physics and physiology of flight,
or the various secondary actions two humans fighting, or thermodynamics, or the how and why things
react to their environments, that they don’t need help. Research is that help. Reference materials allow
you to know what to put in, what to leave out, how and why things work and look as they do.
Reference material is as invaluable to an animator as is a full imagination.

Project

In this section we are exploring the uses of reference video clips that might explain the physics - and
emotion - from a particular action or movement. Clips can be downloaded from
a variety of sources such as youTube. A better option, and
one that leads to better understanding, is to film yourself in
that particular movement. If you want to have your
character jump off a large building, for instance (like the
Matrix clip below), then have yourself filmed from a low
angle jumping off of a bed or such. Three clips, three
actions

Character Technical Director

MEL SCRIPTING

From Disney Animation: Does the way clothing moves or
hair cascades fascinate you? Do you know how to build a rig
that performs beautifully? Character TDs are challenged to
not only create versatile rigs, but also plus every shot in the
film with character effects. They construct 3D character rigs
and animation interfaces, establishing muscle, skin, and
clothing behaviors ranging from broad squash and
stretch to realistic physical simulations.

UNDERSTANDING MATERIAL - REFERENCE
Besides giving us visual cues, using a real material reference
increases your understanding of purpose, function and the possibility
of what an object can and cannot do within a story. The various
texture information within a real object add another layer of visual
story-telling, allowing an artist to know where, when and at what level
to emphasize other perceptions of a character such as touch, and even
sound. Using REAL reference is vital to keeping up with physical laws
e.g. what the folds of certain clothes do and don’t do, how rust
actually works, how water dynamically flows and reacts to gravity,
what is reflected from a mirror, how does water crystalize in a
snowflake, etc.

Descriptive Mark-Making - Texture - Nature’s Examples
discussion

Project

reading/artists

Abstraction Ideas from Nature. Mark-Making is description of a momentary experience.
Discussion of how Line/Marks as Texture can have rhythm, contrast, movement, depth, weight,
etc. Reproducing the textures of Nature as graphic marks. Increasing the descriptive quality of
your line/mark-making vocabulary. Textural Considerations.

Nature Squares Exercise - Natural Textures, Shapes, Lines, Colors

Japan's Gutaij Group Manifesto
Wiki: Gutai_group – Concrete:The process of damage or destruction is celebrated as a way of
revealing the inner "life" of a given material or object
Fluvial/Deltaic/Coastal Landforms
Faces of the Earth
Flickr: Geographical Landforms
Solo Flights: The Aerial Photographs of Robert Hartman Oakland Museum, 2003 – Hartman uses
infrared film to photograph land formations in abstract color
Westphal, Ruth. American Scene Painting: California
1930s and 1940s, Westphal Publishing,
Irvine, California. 1991
Wiki:Anselm Kiefer
Anselm Kiefer - Web Museum Ibiblio
Robert Ayers (June 27, 2006), Anselm Kiefer at Aldrich Contemporary, ARTINFO

EMOTIONAL CORE
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT, WALK, TALK, FEEL, EXPRESS

The role of a Character Animator is analogous to that of a film or stage
actor, and character animators are often said to be "actors with a
pencil" (or a mouse). Character animators breathe life in their
characters, creating the illusion of thought, emotion and
personality.
Developing a Characters look, feel, history, action, stance,
reaction, expression.
Narrative Storytelling - Visual Story-Telling
https://www.disneyanimation.com/careers/opportunities/
developing-appealing-characters

Drawing on Form
Drawing exercises. See Form. Building
Forms. Anatomy. Proportions, Purposes
of Bones/Muscles, Balance
Gathering Real Life Photo References
for actions, transitions, textures,
forms, purposes, colors, material, light
effects.
Drawing from the real: Rotoscoping
Walk Cycles as descriptive
From Sketch to Graphic
Intro to Illustrator for VECTOR graphics

Su Haitao. Alive Character Design: For Games, Animation and Film. Ginko Press. 2011

UNDERSTANDING FORM
Drawing Volume, Mass and Space

DRAWING SUGGESTIVE ABSENCE

Like Line, Form doesn’t exist but instead is another abstract quality of
an object or idea. Form represents concepts that are
underneath the surface, inside. Form stands for
Volume, Mass and the Space the object takes up in
the world.. Form is the intuitive understanding of how
to BUILD the basic STRUCTURE of an object, on which
you then put all the details. Forms contain suggestions
that Shapes do not. They look like they exist in a
space. They carry the weight of an object. There is
depth with a definite foreground, mid and
background. There is volume that you could
touch or fill up. There are more planes (similar
area/surface)

Time and Touch: Skin as an Input Device for
Mobile Spaces - Weigel, Martin

Form is Volume - Like Air in a Balloon
discussion

Form Building - Build and touch form. Intuitive approach to understanding how Form contains
space. defines volume, builds structure. Understanding how Time/Touch are a part of the
perception of Form.

exercise: Building cartoon balloon animals as a way of intuitively
understanding and building form

reading/artists

Howard, Coy. The Thickening of Time. Sci-ARC Press. Los Angeles, CA 2015
Rachel Whiteread - http://www.tate.org.uk/btseries/bb/rachelwhiteread/
Chihuly Glass, Jeff Koons
Daisy Balloon - Rie Hosokai
Haddadi, Malik - Balloon - youTube

Seeing Inside - Seeing the Form of an Object
discussion

demo

reading/artists

Seeing inside an object, past the details, into the form. We will walk through the process of 3D
Printing an object to see how a computer understands volume.
SketchUp tutorial: Learning to use point, line and shapes to begin the process of drawing three
dimensionally.

http://www.3d.ford.com
Tute - Drawing a 3D printable Chess piece using SketchUP
Download Free Trial of SketchUp - Good Learning Tool

EVERYTHING FORM
The Five Basic Forms

discussion

ALL OBJECTS SHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD AS A COMBINATION OF FORMS.
Drawing an object or character as a series of the five basic forms - Cube,
Sphere, Cylinder, Cone, Tauras (Donut). Simplify to these forms as a way of
drawing in the big picture first before adding too discreet details. Garner a
characters gait, position, thought, action, gravity, contact, motivation, reaction,
and interaction as an overall understanding.

Forms of Expression - Touching More than the Edge
discussion

Gestural Contour as Expression
Drawing a GESTURE is drawing a CONNECTION. Establishing a RELATIONSHIP, whether emotional,
mental or physical and drawing that DISCUSSION freely and active, rather than discreet detail or
outline. This is not to be mistaken with haphazard. There is very specific communication in hand.
You are drawing a CONVERSATION, back and forth with the object. Like any conversation, it is full of
peaks and valleys, truths, lies, exaggerations as well as quieter contrasts. The marks you make
should reflect that visual empathy in variation, speed, attention, quality and density.

exercises

reading/artists

Gestural drawings working with essential gesture, mass gesture, and active line gesture using
charcoal.
Full body movement- Large scale wall gesture drawings with emphasis

Burnett, Robert. How Images Think. Cambridge, MIT Press. 2004
Fran Siegel, Deborah Butterfield, Alberto Giacometti, Terry Winters, Frank Auerbach,
http://artofbonsai.org/feature_articles/designprinciples.php
Shepard, Roger. Mind Sights: Original Visual Illusions, Ambiguities, and Other Anomalies, With a
Commentary on the Play of Mind in Perception and Art . WH Freeman 1990

Gestural Form - Expressive Density - Mass Gesture
discussion

Volume, Mass, Weight of a form. How a mark’s interaction with your expression accentuate the
perception of psychological contact and gravity. Gesturally drawing points of Relationship.

exercises

Still Life. Draw points of contact and mass gesturaly. Charcoal on Paper.

reading/artists

Brodie, Judith. Drawings of Jim Dine. Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art; Göttingen: Gerhardt Steidl,
2004.
Honore Daumier, Eugene Delacroix, Velasquez, Juan Gris, Umberto Boccioni, Rico LeBrun, Judy Pfapf,
Lucien Freud, Terry Winters, Eugene Leroy, Alberto Giacometti, Henry Moore, Kathy Kollwitz, Joan Miro,
Hans Arp, Alexander Calder, Deborah Butterfield, Ian Mckever,
German Expressionists

Gestural Form - Drawing Movement- Activity
Drawing the body as a series of FORMS in contact, balance, action and movement. Drawing
from a series of model slides.

DRAWING IN AIR - GESTURAL MOVEMENTS
For this assignment you will be making a wire drawing of the human form. Your media will be galvanized
wire in two thicknesses. The object of this assignment is two-fold. The first idea is that you will practice the
measurement of proportions within the human body. The second concept aims at yet another, more literal
way of developing, imagining or feeling forms in space.

GESTURAL PROPORTIONS
SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE
3 DRAWINGS - Bones, Skull, Muscles
Three Drawings. Draw the forms of: 1. The full Skeleton (back or front view), 2.
Skull (straight view), and three different muscle groupings (e.g. lower leg, torso and
full arm) All in proportion. Draw on 18” x 24” Drawing pad using pen. Use siteing
and measuring tools for proper proportion. Follow the fibers to define the contours of
each muscle group - as a form.

Model Day - Drawing from Life
discussion

One day of working with a live model. With great range of movement
possible, together with the anatomical and structural
complexity of the body require special demands of your
attention. A photograph does not offer the subtle
variations in form possible as when drawing from life.
Even the best photographs provide merely an
abundance of surface detail, but not the gestural
essence of a pose: its action, contact, mass, balance and
expression

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Body Morphs - LAYERING GESTURES

exercises

http://inthein-between.tumblr.com/post/29273855371/the-surrealic-world-of-asger-carlsen

ONION SKINNING - DRAWING THE FULL GESTURE

EXPRESSIVE BODIES - ROTOSCOPING
discussion

exercises
demo

To draw the body accurately, you must draw it as it is: in a constant search for balance, continuous
motion and gestural expression. Think of time as a layered visual element. Drawing anticipation and
expectation within your mark/line/shape. Draw these aspects of a person in either a Flipbook or as an
animated GIF.
Rotoscoping and GIF building in Photoshop.
Take a short, phone video of you or someone doing something expressive, either in action or feeling. Export this
reference clip as .mp4 file, minimum size 320 x 480, approx 5-10 seconds. Can be of low quality. Print video
(export as layers) from Photoshop. Create a minimum of 30 tracings from reference video. Import into Photoshop
as layers. Create and adjust Animated GIF. We will demo process in class.
Rotoscoping is an animation technique in which animators trace over footage, frame by frame, for use in liveaction and animated films. Originally, recorded live-action film images were projected onto a frosted glass panel
and re-drawn by an animator.

reading/artists

Johnston, Ollie. The Illusion of Life: Disney Animation. Disney Eds. 1995
Mattesi, Mark. Force: Dynamic Life Drawing for Animators, Forceful Press, 2006
Alan Cholodenko (ed.) The Illusion of Life 2: More Essays on Animation. Sydney: Power 2007.
Wiki: Flipbooks ,

DEVELOPING MOVEMENT - WALK CYCLES
Walk cycles are a series of frames or illustrations drawn in sequence that loop to create an
animation of a walking character. The walk cycle is looped over and over, thus having to avoid
animating each step again.
Walk cycles can be broken up into 4 key frames, namely Forward Contact Point, Passing
Pose1, Back Contact Point and Passing Pose 2. Frames that are drawn between these key
poses (traditionally known as in-betweens/Inbetweening) are either hand-drawn or using
computer software to interpolate them.
Balance and Counter-Balance. Besides the apparent move of the legs, many more details
are necessary for a convincing walk cycle, like animation timing, movement of the arms, head
and torsion of the whole body.
There exist many techniques to create walk cycles. Traditionally walk-cycles are hand drawn
but over time with the introduction of new technologies for new mediums, walk cycles can be
made in pixel art, 2d computer graphics, 3D computer graphics, stop motion method, cut-out
animation or using techniques like rotoscoping.

Structural Form - Complex to Simple
discussion

Every object can be seen as as a set of complex forms. Practice breaking down objects from complex
into a simpler group of the 5 basic forms. Sphere, Cube, Cone, Cylinder, Tauras. Consider Transitions
between each form.

exercises

reading/artists

Temkin, Anne. Thinking is Form: The Drawings of Joseph Bueys. Philadelphia, Thames and Hudson. 1995
Holgate, Alan (1986). The Art in Structural Design. Oxford: Oxford University Press.
Macaulay, David. The New Way Things Work. Houghton Mifflin, NY. 1998
Burnett, Robert. How Images Think. Cambridge, MIT Press. 2004`
Alberto Giacometti, Henry Moore, Kathy Kollwitz, Joan Miro, Hans Arp, Alexander Calder, Deborah
Butterfield, Ian Mckever, Theo van Doesburg

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Breaking Down

discussion

exercises

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Character Design- Building UP
discussion

Building Characters from overall descriptive Shape to small discreet detail.

exercises

Draw a series of shape/form based characters as sketches and turn them into Vector based artwork in
Illustrator. Using Paths, Strokes, Fills, Pen tools, Shape tools, Drawing Modes

VECTOR GRAPHICS
Characters as rough sketches and turn them into Vector based artwork in Illustrator. Using Paths,
Strokes, Fills, Pen tools, Shape tools, Drawing Modes. Image Trace

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Character Features - Hair

https://www.wired.com/2012/06/pl_bravehairtech/

CHARACTER EMOTIONS - MODEL SHEETS
In animation, a model sheet, also known as a character board, character sheet,
character study or simply a study, is a document used to help standardize the
appearance, poses, and gestures of an animated character. Model sheets are drawings of
posed characters that are created to provide a reference template. Model sheets usually
depict the character’s head and body as they appear at various angles (a process known
as "model rotation"), includes sketches of the character’s hands and feet, and shows
several basic facial expressions.

CHARACTER FORMS - MODEL ROTATIONS

CHARACTER RIGGING - DEM BONES
Intro to Adobe’s Animate abilities to “rig” all individual parts of a character for relational
movement, balance and secondary motions.
Character Rigging in Animate CC - Move Character naturally against a background

AUDIO IN ANIMATION - LIP-SYNCHING IN ANIMATE CC
Take close-up pictures of your mouth in movement. Each of the 12 phonemes.
Record you reading a favorite quote (of at least two sentences) in Audacity
Match lip movements, timing, rhythms, spacing to audio in Animate CC (Flash)
Develop background to match the timbre and tone of audio
Audacity is free, open source, cross-platform audio software for multi-track recording and
editing. http://www.audacityteam.org

ADOBE ANIMATE CC is what used to be Flash - 2D animation software. We will use
Animate to match the sound and image tracks.

INHABITING SPACE
DEVELOPING INTERACTIVE BACKGROUNDS, ENVIRONMENTS

Design the conversation between the Character and the space that it reacting within. There is always an iterative
and interactive conversation between the object and it’s environment, with each contributing significantly to the
dialogue. See the space around the character as a full and supportive environment. See the characters as an object.
See the relationship between the two as a narrative.
Use visual cues in both the projection (2D) AND the space it exists in (3D), to emphasize and express that narrative.
Design from both ends, the movements and reactions of the object to the space, and the changes that occur in the
space as it reacts to the object’s presence.
One of the key components to making a memorable animated feature is creating exciting and believable worlds that
transport moviegoers someplace new or take a familiar place and give it a fresh and different twist. Visual
Development, Modeling, Look, Lighting, EFX and TD artists invest their time and talent in pursuit of creating
entertaining and visually stimulating new environments, and finding ways to communicate the humor, wonder and
emotion of that place through visual cues and artistic expression. - Disney Animation Studios

Value as Depth - Value Contrast as Movement
discussion

Value as Space/Depth. Using value to define space. Equivocation. Ambiguity. Incorporating
transparency, overlapping negative and positive space. From a photo and looking at overall
compositional balance, change the values to develop movement. Using value as way to show depth,
consider Joseph Albers’ color compositions as warm-up.

exercise

reading/artists

Albers, Joseph. Interaction of Color. Yale University Press, New Haven, 1963

Parallax - Value and Motion as Distance
discussion

exercise

Showing Depth with Motion. Work on values changes within background, midground and
Forground of a landscape.
Draw each as seperate Layers. Place each layer into Photoshop (or any motion graphic
program - e.g. Final Cut, iMotion, Premier, After Effects). Shift or Pan each layer at different
speeds according to the perceptual phenomena of Parallax - farthest slowest- closest fastest

demo

reading/artists

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Depth_perception https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motion_perception
Ferris SH. Motion parallax and absolute distance. Journal of Experimental Psychology. pp. 258–263.
1972
Wallach, H.; O'Connell, D.N.. The kinetic depth effect. Journal of Experimental Psychology. Issue 45
205–217. 1953
Goldstein E.B. Sensation and Perception (9th ed.). Pacific Grove CA: Wadsworth 2014
O'Shea RP, Blackburn SG, Ono H. Contrast as a Depth Cue. Vision Research 34: 1595–1604. 1994
Medina Puerta A . The Power of Shadows: Shadow Stereopsis. J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 6: 309–311. 1998

Shadow Play - Using Light and Shadow in Story-telling
discussion
exercise
reading/artists

LIGHTING TECHNIQUES - THREE POINT LIGHTING
Three-point lighting is a standard method used in visual media such as theatre, video, film, still photography and
computer-generated imagery. By using three separate positions, the animator can illuminate the shot's subject (such
as a person) however desired, while also controlling (or eliminating entirely) the shading and shadows produced by
direct lighting.
The key light, as the name suggests, shines directly upon the subject and serves as its principal illuminator; more
than anything else, the strength, color and angle of the key determines the shot's overall lighting design.
In indoor shots, the key is commonly a specialized lamp, or a camera's flash. In outdoor daytime shots, the Sun
often serves as the key light.
The fill light also shines on the subject, but from a side angle relative to the key and is often placed at a lower
position than the key (about at the level of the subject's face). It balances the key by illuminating shaded surfaces,
and lessening or eliminating chiaroscuro effects, such as the shadow cast by a person's nose upon the rest of the
face. It is usually softer and less bright than the key light (up to half), and more to a flood. Not using a fill at all can
result in stark contrasts (due to shadows) across the subject's surface, depending upon the key light's harshness.
Sometimes, as in low-key lighting, this is a deliberate effect, but shots intended to look more natural and less
stylistic require a fill.
The back light (a.k.a. the rim, hair, or shoulder light) shines on the subject from behind, often (but not necessarily)
to one side or the other. It gives the subject a rim of light, serving to separate the subject from the background and
highlighting contours.
Back light or rim light is different from a kick in that a kick (or kicker) contributes to a portion of the shading on the
visible surface of the subject, while a rim light only creates a thin outline around the subject without necessarily
hitting the front (visible) surface of the subject at all.

3

point lighting

Richard K. Ferncase’s “Basic Lighting Work text for Film and Video” (1992)
http://www.harding.edu/gclayton/photography/topics/010_studio_lighting.html

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Using Color Temperature as Mood

discussion

exercise
reading/artists

Using single or multiple light sources, in multiple positions, take portrait pictures showing different moods and
expressions. Use light to define what is portrayed. Match lighting position and color temperature to facial
expression and hand movement.
Sketch Three different versions of same subject - Media of Choice - as long as it can develop rich blacks.
Three Point Lighting - What its uses are, and how to achieve it for Cinematography or Still
Photography - Key Light, Fill Light, Hair Light.
Film 101 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_Sov3xmgwg
Nacho Guzman Video - Sparkles and Wine - showing Lighting Changes - Face Changes

Light as Expression - Overall Tone, Ranges, and Contrast
discussion

Overall lighting considerations. High contrast and related values, giving a dramatic effect of
expression.

LOW KEY

HIGH KEY

discussion

exercise

reading/artists

FILM NOIR - EXAMPLE OF LOW KEY LIGHTING

reading/artists

exercise

Film noir is a cinematic term used primarily to describe stylish Hollywood crime dramas,
particularly those that emphasize hard-boiled, cynical attitudes and seedy sexual motivations. Film
noir is associated with a low-key black-and-white, high contrast visual style that has roots in
German Expressionist cinematography. Many of the prototypical stories and much of the attitude of
classic noir derive from the hardboiled school of crime fiction that emerged in the United States
during the Great Depression
read more on Wiki….
.
Watch Film Noir, Cinema Paradiso or German Expressionist Example - as dramatic visual expression

CREATING NEW WORLDS - Digital Compositing
Digital compositing is the process of digitally assembling multiple images to make a final image,
typically for print, motion pictures or screen display.
Layer-based compositing represents each media object in a composite as a separate layer within a
timeline, each with its own time bounds, effects, and keyframes. All the layers are stacked, one
above the next, in any desired order; and the bottom layer is usually rendered as a base in the
resultant image, with each higher layer being progressively
rendered on top of the previously composited of
layers, moving upward until all layers have been
rendered into the final composite. Layer-based
compositing is very well suited for rapid 2D and
limited 3D effects.
Node-based compositing represents an entire
composite as a tree graph, linking media objects
and effects in a procedural map, intuitively laying

Digital Compositing - Selecting, Masks, Chroma Keys
Discussion and Demo on how to make and refine selections in the Selection and Masking
Space in Photoshop CC. Adjustment Effects, Perspective, 3D Space tools. Selection, Mattes,
Chroma Key (Keylight) effects in After Effects CC
Select and Compose a series of objects on a new background

Adobe Select and Mask tools
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEBXwMOQKqo - Green Screen Garbage Mattes

Digital Compositing - Blend Modes
Make and refine selections in the Selection and Masking Space in Photoshop. Adjustment
effects, Perspective, 3D

Digital Compositing - Color Corrections
Using Adjustment Layers in Photoshop to tone and color a background scene. Demonstration of
Tri-tone and other color correction effects in After Effects. Discussion of color symbology.

https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/how-to/color-tone adjustments.html
https://helpx.adobe.com/after-effects/using/color-correction-effects.html

DIGITAL MATTE PAINTING - IMAGINARY WORLDS
One of the key components to making a memorable animated feature is creating exciting and
believable worlds that transport moviegoers someplace new or take a familiar place and give it a
fresh and different twist
A matte painting is a painted representation of a landscape, set, or distant location that allows
filmmakers to create the illusion of an environment that is not present at the filming location.
We will use Photoshop and After Effects to create a layered digital Matte Painting - composite
and color correction - to use as a background and a mood sheet.
Set up your palettes and workspace, tone the underlying plate with adjustment layers, create
silhouettes in your background, and paint in light and other details. Plus, learn to paint
waterfalls, smoke, and other elements that make movie backdrops.

Alton, John. Painting with Light. University California Press, Berkeley 2013
Mark Cotta Vaz; Craig Barron: The Invisible Art: The Legends of Movie Matte Painting, Chronicle
Books, 2002; ISBN 0-8118-4515-X
Gurney, James. Color and Light for the Realist Painter. Andrews McNeil 2010
Robertson, Scott. How to Render: the Fundamentals of Light, Shadow and Reflectivity. Design Studio Press.
2014
http://product.corel.com/help/Painter/540230705/Main/EN/User-Guide/Corel-Painter-2015.pdf

mattepainting.org
nzpetesmatteshot.blogspot.com

Drawing Stories - Organizing Visual Space with Narrative
discussion

Collaboration Project - Working in groups, create a Mini Movie Set or Tableau Vivant (as still life).
Consider Scale, Focal Point, Depth and other Visual Principles as part of your Narrative.
Consider all aspects of the Space, Lighting. Consider the Set as a background for a Narrative Story
(Narrative Theory) and a place for a Story action (Game Theory). Consider Metaphor and Symbol.
Play with Time as an element, use Anticipation and Expectation.

exercise

Within this single Set Background/Environment/Tableau/Still Life, draw and accenuate your
Narrative using the media of your choice

Stephen Christopher Quinn, Windows on Nature: The Great Habitat Dioramas of the American
Museum of Natural History, Abrams, New York, 2006.

reading/artists

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - Tableau Vivants - Constructed Reality
discussion

Stage a number of living scenes that use action, anticipation,
suggestion, expectation as metaphor and symbolic expression.
Adjust choice and placement of props, actors, lighting.
Photograph and Sketch each tableau as a thumbnail for your
collaboration project.
Tableau vivant (plural: tableaux vivants) means "living
picture". The term, borrowed from the French language,
describes a group of suitably costumed actors or artist's models,
carefully posed and often theatrically lit.
“Photographic Tableaus are designed and produced for the wall.
summoning a confrontational experience on the part of the
spectator that sharply contrasts with the habitual processes of
appropriation and projection whereby photographic images are
normally received and “consumed” - Jean-François Chevrier

reading/artists

Ramos, J. & Pouy, L. Le tableau vivant ou l'image performée.
Paris: Mare & Martin. 2014
Kracauer, S. Theory of film: The Redemption of Physical Reality.
Princeton New Jersey: Princeton University Press 1960
Jeff Wall, Florian Maier Aichen, Matthew Porter and Peter Funch
Home Pastimes; or Tableaux Vivants 1860 Article on how to produce a Tableau Vivant by James Head

SKETCHBOOK EXERCISE - DRAWING WITH FOCUS
discussion

Tilt–shift photography is the use of camera movements and refers to the use of tilt for selective
focus, often for simulating a miniature scene.
"Tilt–shift" encompasses two different types of movements: rotation of the lens plane relative to the
image plane, called tilt, and movement of the lens parallel to the image plane, called shift. Tilt is used
to control the orientation of the plane of focus (PoF), and hence the part of an image that appears
sharp, some out of focus.
Sometimes the term is used when the large depth of field is simulated with digital post-processing; the
name may derive from a perspective control lens (or tilt–shift lens) normally required when the effect is
produced optically.

demo
exercise

reading/artists

Demo using Photoshop blurring technologies to recreate Tilt-Shift Focus or creating Z Depth. Selective
Focus: Emphasize a particular part of the image, background, mid-ground, or foreground

George Mather. Image Blur as a Pictorial Depth Cue. Proceedings: Biological Sciences, Vol. 263, pp. 169–172. 1996
O'Shea, R.P., Blackburn, S.G., & Ono, H. Contrast as a Depth Cue. Vision Research, 34, 1595–1604.

FINAL PRESENTATIONS
EXPERIMENTAL MOTION

2 MINUTES
two minutes of animated motion

Final Project - Experimental Animation - DRAWING MOTION
Minimum Two Minutes - 2D Flash Animation - 3D Stop Motion - or a Combination Live Action.
Full Story - Narrative - Situation - Joke/Humor - Parody/Riff on Existing Cultural Reference Visualize Movement. Think beyond cartoons. Animation is the ART of MOTION - timing, rhythm,
perception, direction, emphasis. Experiment with that idea.
Drawings - Frame Animation
Abstract Movement (Motion Graphics)
Cut-out
3D materials
Live Action Video - Animating Layers - Rotoscoping

Requirements
Background - Must match/relate - Multi-layered Parallax - Photo reference
Minimum TWO fully-designed characters . Consider Empathy, Emphasis, Character
timing, visual rhythm, contrast, scale
Minimum one CYCLE - Characters walking, running, floating, falling, eating or generally
doing something through a full start-to-finish cycle. Think verbs.
Interaction - design reaction between characters and environment. Add at least one
sound - dialogue
Must Storyboard ALL key changes - in shot, dialogue, movement, timing, character
expression, rhythm, emphasis. Make note visually of ANY change. Animatic +++

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMATION - MOVING PAST THE FRAME
The heart of animation is movement, constructing
space, perception. Not limited to film or computer screen.
Discussion on scale. Public vs. Private. Begin
preparations for Challenge Drawing. Metaphorical SelfPortrait as Landscape. Discuss Symbols and their
importance. Drawing examples that transpose the
qualities and processes of drawing onto a
variety of contemporary media – including
installation, film, sound, sculpture, photography,
video, and performance.
Debate: Why is gnawing on a big chunk of
chocolate or cleaning up a river-bed art?
Challenge to come up with animations that cite
other forms of space such as Large Scale, Emotive,
Electronic, Time-Stretching, Abstract, Interactive,
Light-Based, Architectural, etc.
Work on Thumbnails, how to research ideas.

John Cage, Tonico Lemos Auad, Ana Mendieta, Francis Alÿs, The Center for Land Use Interpretation, Clare
Churchouse, Marc Dombrosky, Mark Fox, Mark Lombardi, Anthony Luensman, Marco Maggi, Ryan McNamara,
Vik Muniz, Danica Phelps, Type A, Georgina Valverde, Pablo Vargas Lugo, Holly Zausner.
Sol Lewitt, Robert Irwin, Bruce Nauman, Matthew Ritchie, Robert Longo, Andy Goldsworthy
A few examples as starting points:

We Feel Fine - interactive exploration of human emotion
LED Bike wheel images - instructions
Experiential Art: The Construction of Experience
Hindu-South India Kolam
Drawing with Sound
Interactive Street Pacman Game - PacManhattan
Vectorial Elevation - http://www.alzado.net/

